1
00:00:04,910 --> 00:00:12,089
hey what's up fellow believers a minute
2
00:00:07,859 --> 00:00:15,330
I'm Joe and we are the UFO rose and we
3
00:00:12,089 --> 00:00:18,448
are chatting with you live tonight from
4
00:00:15,330 --> 00:00:21,539
the compound the facility of cell a and
5
00:00:18,449 --> 00:00:24,029
we are indeed being patrolled again
6
00:00:21,539 --> 00:00:27,000
you'll hear the trucks drive by
7
00:00:24,028 --> 00:00:29,879
periodically so we do apologize we only
8
00:00:27,000 --> 00:00:32,189
get about what about half an hour play a
9
00:00:29,879 --> 00:00:34,619
night so we get to be up for a half an
10
00:00:32,189 --> 00:00:36,808
hour so thank God Spreaker has a free
11
00:00:34,619 --> 00:00:40,530
trial but unfortunately the only little
12
00:00:36,808 --> 00:00:43,890
testify if we can't get everything in we
13
00:00:40,530 --> 00:00:45,329
might just have to do two episodes and
14
00:00:43,890 --> 00:00:51,120
that's okay because there's a lot to
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15
00:00:45,329 --> 00:00:52,350
talk about tonight Joe um Bob Lazar you
16
00:00:51,119 --> 00:00:54,538
know what made me think of talking about
17
00:00:52,350 --> 00:00:56,969
Bob Lazar today what article tonight is
18
00:00:54,539 --> 00:00:59,189
in the last podcast you couldn't
19
00:00:56,969 --> 00:01:02,010
distinguish the difference between Bob
20
00:00:59,189 --> 00:01:05,719
Lazar and I Steve just even career yeah
21
00:01:02,009 --> 00:01:08,489
and so I thought hey you know what let's
22
00:01:05,719 --> 00:01:11,459
enlighten our listeners and followers as
23
00:01:08,489 --> 00:01:12,509
well as you my brother Joe maybe it's
24
00:01:11,459 --> 00:01:20,000
time for you to learn a little bit about
25
00:01:12,510 --> 00:01:22,140
Bob Lazar so Bob Lazar is Lazar yes
26
00:01:20,000 --> 00:01:23,609
we're gonna kind of try to keep this as
27
00:01:22,140 --> 00:01:24,750
short as possible about Bob Lazar
28
00:01:23,609 --> 00:01:26,840
because I also do want to talk about
29
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00:01:24,750 --> 00:01:28,228
element 115 which is gonna have a bigger
30
00:01:26,840 --> 00:01:30,478
bombshell
31
00:01:28,228 --> 00:01:34,438
I think in the ufology kind of circles
32
00:01:30,478 --> 00:01:38,099
so Bob Lazar is essentially a nuclear
33
00:01:34,438 --> 00:01:39,929
physicist of sorts his background and
34
00:01:38,099 --> 00:01:40,469
credentials are questionable which is
35
00:01:39,930 --> 00:01:42,299
why
36
00:01:40,469 --> 00:01:45,179
Stanton Freeman I guess has some
37
00:01:42,299 --> 00:01:49,020
friction about Bob Lazar story but
38
00:01:45,180 --> 00:01:53,340
nonetheless he was recruited in a
39
00:01:49,019 --> 00:01:56,310
special program which funny enough dr.
40
00:01:53,340 --> 00:01:59,368
Steven Greer calls them you know usaps
41
00:01:56,310 --> 00:02:00,960
which are unacknowledged special access
42
00:01:59,368 --> 00:02:05,519
programs so it was basically a situation
43
00:02:00,959 --> 00:02:08,159
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where he was brought in briefed on the
44
00:02:05,519 --> 00:02:11,159
fact that we are not alone
45
00:02:08,159 --> 00:02:13,139
short briefing funny enough Bob I guess
46
00:02:11,159 --> 00:02:17,159
wasn't really that affected by the
47
00:02:13,139 --> 00:02:19,469
briefing he was wondering kind of what
48
00:02:17,159 --> 00:02:21,539
this whole deal was about but they were
49
00:02:19,469 --> 00:02:26,789
really interested in his knowledge about
50
00:02:21,539 --> 00:02:27,870
engines and propulsion and physics so as
51
00:02:26,789 --> 00:02:33,739
he's kind of getting into this facility
52
00:02:27,870 --> 00:02:36,090
he's learning by observation that these
53
00:02:33,740 --> 00:02:43,760
that he's that he's in a situation that
54
00:02:36,090 --> 00:02:46,530
is very very deep and secretive he is oh
55
00:02:43,759 --> 00:02:48,929
by the way guys we're on snapchat he's
56
00:02:46,530 --> 00:02:50,669
started be up topic here that's Joe is
57
00:02:48,930 --> 00:02:52,890
snapping me right now so I've got a
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58
00:02:50,669 --> 00:02:55,469
little bit lost but coming back to bob
59
00:02:52,889 --> 00:02:57,539
lazar who there he goes
60
00:02:55,469 --> 00:03:03,740
yep I got my finger up yep check us out
61
00:02:57,539 --> 00:03:07,159
on snapchat at UFO Bros TV so DJ Joe
62
00:03:03,740 --> 00:03:07,159
Donald Joe
63
00:03:12,598 --> 00:03:23,199
so Joe here he is in this briefing room
64
00:03:19,079 --> 00:03:26,099
documents we file folders I guess
65
00:03:23,199 --> 00:03:30,188
probably about a hundred or so that
66
00:03:26,098 --> 00:03:33,310
explain these beings where they come
67
00:03:30,188 --> 00:03:36,250
from which is the Zeta Reticuli star
68
00:03:33,310 --> 00:03:42,938
system this is according to bob lazar
69
00:03:36,250 --> 00:03:46,810
testimony and that this disc that he
70
00:03:42,938 --> 00:03:49,299
will later on see is gonna be from
71
00:03:46,810 --> 00:03:55,389
apparently technology from this star
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72
00:03:49,299 --> 00:03:58,000
system so they show him what he later
73
00:03:55,389 --> 00:03:59,919
calls the sport model this beautiful UFO
74
00:03:58,000 --> 00:04:04,299
what we would call a UFO but it's a
75
00:03:59,919 --> 00:04:06,430
flying saucer and his job is to back
76
00:04:04,299 --> 00:04:10,209
engineer the flight and propulsion
77
00:04:06,430 --> 00:04:12,250
systems of this UFO or at this flying
78
00:04:10,209 --> 00:04:13,780
saucer so he's basically going in and
79
00:04:12,250 --> 00:04:16,870
taking it apart that second every piece
80
00:04:13,780 --> 00:04:18,759
his job was his job was to work on an
81
00:04:16,870 --> 00:04:23,379
exotic propulsion system into
82
00:04:18,759 --> 00:04:25,509
back-engineered essentially and so here
83
00:04:23,379 --> 00:04:31,930
he is seeing this flying saucer this
84
00:04:25,509 --> 00:04:34,569
giant disc and not knowing essentially
85
00:04:31,930 --> 00:04:37,598
where it was from until he went inside
86
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00:04:34,569 --> 00:04:40,029
of it it wasn't until he stepped inside
87
00:04:37,598 --> 00:04:42,459
or I guess crawled inside more the less
88
00:04:40,029 --> 00:04:44,500
this is flying discs that he realized
89
00:04:42,459 --> 00:04:49,598
that it wasn't from his planet and the
90
00:04:44,500 --> 00:04:53,259
reason being is I guess inside the all
91
00:04:49,598 --> 00:04:56,469
of the interior including the seats the
92
00:04:53,259 --> 00:04:59,860
control panels the walls were all very
93
00:04:56,470 --> 00:05:01,990
seamless there were no seams he said it
94
00:04:59,860 --> 00:05:04,389
was almost like it was why was it a news
95
00:05:01,990 --> 00:05:08,228
P in a piece of metal base yeah just
96
00:05:04,389 --> 00:05:11,470
like one giant mold essentially there
97
00:05:08,228 --> 00:05:13,478
was no like beginning or end it was very
98
00:05:11,470 --> 00:05:16,000
much like it was injected objection
99
00:05:13,478 --> 00:05:18,069
molded or something like that and he
100
00:05:16,000 --> 00:05:19,689
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said he got like a really honest feeling
101
00:05:18,069 --> 00:05:23,149
in there like he's not supposed to be in
102
00:05:19,689 --> 00:05:26,300
there just he could feel like
103
00:05:23,149 --> 00:05:29,060
this is not for human beings this is for
104
00:05:26,300 --> 00:05:31,790
smaller creatures these are small seats
105
00:05:29,060 --> 00:05:34,579
maybe these are for children or maybe
106
00:05:31,790 --> 00:05:38,960
these are for you know aliens about 9
107
00:05:34,579 --> 00:05:41,930
feet tall so for about I think it's 4 to
108
00:05:38,959 --> 00:05:46,310
6 months he continues to make I guess
109
00:05:41,930 --> 00:05:48,800
progress on back engineering this crafts
110
00:05:46,310 --> 00:05:52,009
propulsion and find out that these
111
00:05:48,800 --> 00:05:54,110
crafts fly well I guess fly is probably
112
00:05:52,009 --> 00:05:57,759
a bad word but not a bad word but an
113
00:05:54,110 --> 00:06:02,980
incorrect term they use gravity and
114
00:05:57,759 --> 00:06:06,680
manipulate gravity they are able to
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115
00:06:02,980 --> 00:06:10,430
essentially manipulate gravity waves to
116
00:06:06,680 --> 00:06:12,470
make the disk fly but it doesn't really
117
00:06:10,430 --> 00:06:16,400
fly it's hard to explain you guys if you
118
00:06:12,470 --> 00:06:18,710
get a minute on YouTube because I myself
119
00:06:16,399 --> 00:06:20,389
I am NOT a nuclear physicist nor am i a
120
00:06:18,709 --> 00:06:25,759
science teacher or anything like that so
121
00:06:20,389 --> 00:06:29,829
purple ray so get a chance go on YouTube
122
00:06:25,759 --> 00:06:32,810
check out what Bob Lazar it is very
123
00:06:29,829 --> 00:06:34,669
interesting yet scientific explanation
124
00:06:32,810 --> 00:06:37,819
of how the disks fly it's really super
125
00:06:34,670 --> 00:06:41,030
cool interesting stuff but the heart at
126
00:06:37,819 --> 00:06:44,659
the heart of it is element 115 so
127
00:06:41,029 --> 00:06:48,919
there's this reactor and inside it is a
128
00:06:44,660 --> 00:06:52,130
wedge of an element called 115 the funny
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129
00:06:48,920 --> 00:06:54,560
thing is back in the 80s when Bob Lazar
130
00:06:52,129 --> 00:06:58,699
made his first testimony about working
131
00:06:54,560 --> 00:07:03,250
at area 51 about working at s4 by the
132
00:06:58,699 --> 00:07:05,689
way which is 15 miles south of area 51
133
00:07:03,250 --> 00:07:10,300
in Groom Lake there yeah that's where he
134
00:07:05,689 --> 00:07:13,850
actually technically work was s4 so
135
00:07:10,300 --> 00:07:14,900
where was I going with it I told you he
136
00:07:13,850 --> 00:07:23,150
showed me something totally
137
00:07:14,899 --> 00:07:25,579
inappropriate Joe what's your thoughts
138
00:07:23,149 --> 00:07:27,139
on this guy's testimony because I was
139
00:07:25,579 --> 00:07:33,589
telling you about it earlier do you have
140
00:07:27,139 --> 00:07:35,449
any feedback or no I have got cuz I know
141
00:07:33,589 --> 00:07:37,099
you said it sounds kind of like crazy
142
00:07:35,449 --> 00:07:40,339
but to be honest with you
143
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00:07:37,100 --> 00:07:43,370
a story hasn't changed in like since the
144
00:07:40,339 --> 00:07:45,339
80s his story is very hot his story get
145
00:07:43,370 --> 00:07:49,009
out how was he no safe enough to say hey
146
00:07:45,339 --> 00:07:52,009
I'm gonna spill my beans and roll that
147
00:07:49,009 --> 00:07:55,610
beautiful bean footage well listening to
148
00:07:52,009 --> 00:08:00,469
some of his YouTube videos I've learned
149
00:07:55,610 --> 00:08:04,040
that he put the information out so that
150
00:08:00,470 --> 00:08:05,630
a in some ways he feel like the American
151
00:08:04,040 --> 00:08:09,890
public was being defrauded and lied to
152
00:08:05,629 --> 00:08:11,569
and that was totally true but also he
153
00:08:09,889 --> 00:08:14,419
knew that by putting that information
154
00:08:11,569 --> 00:08:17,839
out there it would also potentially save
155
00:08:14,420 --> 00:08:19,069
his life because if you know he puts the
156
00:08:17,839 --> 00:08:21,349
information out there and then
157
00:08:19,069 --> 00:08:24,079
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disappears it essentially corroborates
158
00:08:21,350 --> 00:08:25,939
you know what he's saying so in a in
159
00:08:24,079 --> 00:08:27,699
some ways it's a way to save himself if
160
00:08:25,939 --> 00:08:30,980
you get what I'm saying
161
00:08:27,699 --> 00:08:32,990
so that is initially why he put this
162
00:08:30,980 --> 00:08:35,330
story out there but it's been the same
163
00:08:32,990 --> 00:08:37,159
story even up until recently he did an
164
00:08:35,330 --> 00:08:41,090
interview and nothing has changed it's
165
00:08:37,159 --> 00:08:44,870
he was hired his supervisor name was
166
00:08:41,090 --> 00:08:47,560
Dennis they worked on the the the
167
00:08:44,870 --> 00:08:51,669
reactor that was powered by element 115
168
00:08:47,559 --> 00:08:55,009
which at the time was not on the
169
00:08:51,669 --> 00:08:57,620
periodic table it wasn't on the periodic
170
00:08:55,009 --> 00:09:00,230
periodic table and Bob Lazar talked
171
00:08:57,620 --> 00:09:02,960
about how element 115 was crucial to the
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172
00:09:00,230 --> 00:09:05,450
flight and the propulsion and the
173
00:09:02,960 --> 00:09:07,580
gravity amplification of the ship and it
174
00:09:05,450 --> 00:09:11,710
was a crucial they may actually mean an
175
00:09:07,580 --> 00:09:14,360
element well I guess this element is
176
00:09:11,710 --> 00:09:16,310
wherever they're from in the Zeta
177
00:09:14,360 --> 00:09:20,690
Reticuli star system it may be it's a
178
00:09:16,309 --> 00:09:24,889
natural element but for us we were able
179
00:09:20,690 --> 00:09:30,260
to recently I think it was in 2003 in
180
00:09:24,889 --> 00:09:32,720
Russia in a in a in a science lab they
181
00:09:30,259 --> 00:09:35,210
were able to create element 115 but it
182
00:09:32,720 --> 00:09:39,529
was only for like a smidge
183
00:09:35,210 --> 00:09:42,590
there's only for a split second what we
184
00:09:39,529 --> 00:09:45,970
were I guess that it still corroborates
185
00:09:42,590 --> 00:09:48,589
the fact that there is an element 115
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186
00:09:45,970 --> 00:09:49,759
Bob Lazar his explanation as to why it
187
00:09:48,589 --> 00:09:52,249
just
188
00:09:49,759 --> 00:09:55,188
poofed rather than you know becoming
189
00:09:52,249 --> 00:09:58,519
some kind of millibar piece of metal or
190
00:09:55,188 --> 00:10:02,719
whatnot is there are different isotopes
191
00:09:58,519 --> 00:10:05,448
of elements and somewhere within these
192
00:10:02,720 --> 00:10:08,449
different isotopes of element 115 there
193
00:10:05,448 --> 00:10:11,659
is a stable place where the element is
194
00:10:08,448 --> 00:10:13,539
proposed to be solid so he believes that
195
00:10:11,659 --> 00:10:16,159
sometime in our pretty near future
196
00:10:13,539 --> 00:10:20,748
scientists will stumble upon that that
197
00:10:16,159 --> 00:10:23,509
that isotope of element 115 proving the
198
00:10:20,749 --> 00:10:25,819
fact that it is indeed real and that his
199
00:10:23,509 --> 00:10:28,039
story is real because I'll tell you any
200
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00:10:25,818 --> 00:10:31,248
new science information that has come
201
00:10:28,039 --> 00:10:35,088
out has only validated his story he
202
00:10:31,249 --> 00:10:36,649
talks about gravity waves in the 80s
203
00:10:35,089 --> 00:10:40,579
they didn't even know if there was a
204
00:10:36,649 --> 00:10:44,798
gravity wave wave they also proposed
205
00:10:40,578 --> 00:10:47,238
that gravity was a Gravitron
206
00:10:44,798 --> 00:10:49,369
which I guess is nonsense because
207
00:10:47,239 --> 00:10:53,809
recently oh just a couple I think was
208
00:10:49,369 --> 00:10:56,480
last year Joe that they validated that
209
00:10:53,808 --> 00:10:58,999
gravity is indeed a wave they were able
210
00:10:56,480 --> 00:11:01,069
to measure it so that further again I
211
00:10:58,999 --> 00:11:04,389
just think for me corroborates bob lazar
212
00:11:01,068 --> 00:11:06,349
story the fact that in the 80s we were
213
00:11:04,389 --> 00:11:07,448
manipulating gravity waves by
214
00:11:06,350 --> 00:11:11,989
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back-engineering
215
00:11:07,448 --> 00:11:14,358
alien technology hello dr. Greer talks
216
00:11:11,989 --> 00:11:16,699
about in the 50s we were able to have
217
00:11:14,359 --> 00:11:20,959
full total control over gravity that was
218
00:11:16,698 --> 00:11:25,368
in the 50s yeah and here we are in the
219
00:11:20,958 --> 00:11:28,038
80s back engineering gravity control
220
00:11:25,369 --> 00:11:32,809
devices it just goes to show how
221
00:11:28,038 --> 00:11:36,879
compartmentalized the black operations
222
00:11:32,808 --> 00:11:40,519
are the way they work they bring you in
223
00:11:36,879 --> 00:11:42,769
you work in such a micro limited scope
224
00:11:40,519 --> 00:11:44,688
you don't get a chance to really work
225
00:11:42,769 --> 00:11:46,639
with other people you don't share your
226
00:11:44,688 --> 00:11:48,738
knowledge it's just a few people
227
00:11:46,639 --> 00:11:52,759
literally working on a very specific
228
00:11:48,739 --> 00:11:55,879
sort of thing and nobody gets to share
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229
00:11:52,759 --> 00:11:58,188
anything so this amazing exotic
230
00:11:55,879 --> 00:12:01,200
otherworldly technology isn't getting
231
00:11:58,188 --> 00:12:04,870
the type of scientific analysis it needs
232
00:12:01,200 --> 00:12:07,960
does that make sense yeah what do you
233
00:12:04,870 --> 00:12:09,879
guys think we're on patreon if you want
234
00:12:07,960 --> 00:12:11,560
to support us but we're also chatting on
235
00:12:09,879 --> 00:12:13,779
Spreaker right now so you can log into
236
00:12:11,559 --> 00:12:16,629
the app come chat with us we are on here
237
00:12:13,779 --> 00:12:20,949
say hello we're talking about bob lazar
238
00:12:16,629 --> 00:12:23,110
element 151 115 excuse me and other
239
00:12:20,950 --> 00:12:25,600
things related to that so like gravity
240
00:12:23,110 --> 00:12:27,159
waves for example blows my mind the fact
241
00:12:25,600 --> 00:12:29,800
that we were able to identify
242
00:12:27,159 --> 00:12:31,419
gravity waves back in the 80s back in
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243
00:12:29,799 --> 00:12:33,459
the 90s we didn't know what it was now
244
00:12:31,419 --> 00:12:35,250
we know gravity is indeed away but the
245
00:12:33,460 --> 00:12:38,590
one thing too is that we'll be able
246
00:12:35,250 --> 00:12:42,070
technology you know here in the future
247
00:12:38,590 --> 00:12:42,430
we'll be able to easily dissect it you
248
00:12:42,070 --> 00:12:44,910
know
249
00:12:42,429 --> 00:12:46,779
the future because of all the technology
250
00:12:44,909 --> 00:12:48,909
advances and everything you know maybe
251
00:12:46,779 --> 00:12:52,000
make another 10 years might be easier to
252
00:12:48,909 --> 00:12:56,159
dissect that down into something that we
253
00:12:52,000 --> 00:12:57,789
can maybe well I'm waiting for them to
254
00:12:56,159 --> 00:13:00,009
look here's the thing
255
00:12:57,789 --> 00:13:03,849
that's where technology is already been
256
00:13:00,009 --> 00:13:08,080
dispersed among like the military
257
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00:13:03,850 --> 00:13:10,480
industrial type complex now it needs to
258
00:13:08,080 --> 00:13:13,060
be distributed to the masses to the
259
00:13:10,480 --> 00:13:14,200
people that sort of technology and I
260
00:13:13,059 --> 00:13:15,669
think I was the thing that bugged Bob
261
00:13:14,200 --> 00:13:18,310
Lazar the most I think that was a thing
262
00:13:15,669 --> 00:13:21,159
that pushing to come out with george
263
00:13:18,309 --> 00:13:26,289
knapp back in the 80s say what he had to
264
00:13:21,159 --> 00:13:28,240
say on you know local news at first he
265
00:13:26,289 --> 00:13:30,089
did it like incognito but then he came
266
00:13:28,240 --> 00:13:32,950
out again and validated his story so
267
00:13:30,090 --> 00:13:35,769
thanks guys so much for listening to us
268
00:13:32,950 --> 00:13:37,030
tonight we're at like less than a minute
269
00:13:35,769 --> 00:13:39,789
and a half so we want to make sure that
270
00:13:37,029 --> 00:13:43,449
we wrap this up letting you know that we
271
00:13:39,789 --> 00:13:45,279
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are only limited to 15 minutes so thanks
272
00:13:43,450 --> 00:13:48,720
for listening you can find us on
273
00:13:45,279 --> 00:13:53,819
instagram at UFO Bros TV twitter is at
274
00:13:48,720 --> 00:13:56,320
uf0 bros TV because twitter is in a hole
275
00:13:53,820 --> 00:13:58,810
facebook.com forward slash UFO Bros TV
276
00:13:56,320 --> 00:14:01,720
and now on snapchat at UFO Bros TV so
277
00:13:58,809 --> 00:14:03,009
thank you guys so much for hanging out
278
00:14:01,720 --> 00:14:05,379
with us tonight we hope you have a great
279
00:14:03,009 --> 00:14:09,009
evening and we will chat you up at the
280
00:14:05,379 --> 00:14:12,990
next podcast now I'm Emmett I'm Joe and
281
00:14:09,009 --> 00:14:12,990
we are the UFO Bros
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